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The Lecherous Professor is a competent overview of the problem of
sexual harassment of women by male professors. Dziech and Weiner spent many
months sifting available surveys and studies and relevant fiction, inter-
viewing around the country, and analyzing their data. Indeed,one of the
strengths of the book is that the subject of sexual harassment is illuminated
in depth by the different professional skills of the authors: Dziech is
professor of literature, Weiner is vice provost for Jtudent dffairs at the
Iniversity of Cincinnati.

71The book is far more serious than its unfortunate title. Chapter
by chapter,it discusses the roles of the major actors: female students,
nale faculty, female faculty. , There is a compelling and agonizing compendium
of first person stories. The #ppendix includes a useful overview of relevant
Laws and examples of good university policy statements plfhe Pibliography ...—
Ls among the best in recent works on the subject.5 Cron MO

[here 15&gt; Coe, first class feature among many good ones. The
last chapter contains separate, thoughtful, balanced, compassionate, skillful
lists of suggestions for students, parents of students, administrators,
professors, deans,and department heads. The last chapter byfitsetf is worth
the cost of the book to anyone in any of these groupsg(although it has an
infortunate subtitle: "Fbonv or Ivorv Tower?').

F There Wie a wide number of subjects not covered? fexual harassment
py women, harassment of men, harassment of women professors by male students, ar
other kinds of harassment (antieSemitism, racism of all kinds, anti-gay
narassment ))are—ameng-—-the—topigs-not-coveredy Harassment of women professors
is only touched uwpenAand harassment of women employees is not discussed
All of these problems could not be covered in depth in any one book) Yet
the omissions are painful, some are theoreticallv problematic,and they pose
some mild practical problems.?* (uri

--Omitting discussion of the harassment of adult women in academe is
aspecially painful because available evidence indicates that employees and
faculty are harassed as often as studentsy but have received far less atten-
ion. These omissions are theoretically problematic because they weaken
anderstanding of sexual harassment as a systematic problem for all women ¢*
and because the adult women (secretaries, staff,and faculty) in an
educational institution are the role models (whether intentional or uninten-
tional) for women students. Failing adequately to discuss the harassment
of frequently very vulnerable women employees may contribute to the common
college practice of failing to have adequate complaint mechanisms for women
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employees. Many institutions only have procedures covering students. What
should women students learn from this about how important they themselves

will be?) (Von 2D
C practically speaking, omitting a wider discussion of other kinds

of harassment may weaken an institution's ability to_deal with sexual haras-
sment. There is some reason to believe, in the 1980Ys, that an institution
may gain wider acceptance and understanding of its stance on harassment if
there is also comparable attention paid to racism and other forms of human
meanness as well. This last is a controversial point but deserves mention
because many in academe will fight harder to stop all harassment than one
kind of harassment.

~~
T the book is appropriately bleak. Sexual harassment, both mild and

grim, continues to be reported in every institution I know. But there is
one more omission that some readers may find painful. Almost ng where se=
+hompeekistheredisucssion of the deep dismay of educational administra-
tors and of professors who have spent a great deal of time and soul on this
subject. A number of institutions continue to have cases despite dedicated
attempts to follow all the wise suggestions of this book. It appears that
we are beginning to be able to help stop most common harassment, especially
by means of letters from the offended to the offender. Some institutions
can see some headway. But all of us know one or two exceptionally difficult
cases where we are not making much progress,and where the problem is. by no
means a lack of attention by a department head or -ekre college President.
So I wish there had been a little more recognition of the dedicated work of
several hundred courageous educational leaders®tlike Dziech and Weiner them-
selves—~even if success is not yet at hand. However, the shortcomings
should not keep anyone away from the book. I recommend it.
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This brief Guide is at the moment the clearest and most useful aver

view of its kind. Published in 1981 in a very swiftly changing society, the

booklet is perforce slightly out-of-date already. It is however highly to be

recommended to any faculty, student or administrator now seeking either to

begin to understand sexual harassment in academe, or to gain perspective on

earlier knowledge.

The Guide briefly reviews recent developments, in law and in our

common understanding, of the concepts of sexualized and gender-stereotyped

harassment. The legal discussion is clear, practical and still accurate. It

quickly describes major aspects of state and Federal laws and regulations.

1982 developments in Title IX coverage, (which affirm the applicability of

Title IX to employees in relevant institutions), were anticipated in the text

of the Guide and in any case simply affirm the legal points covered in the Guide.

One likable attribute of this succinct booklet is a brief discussion

of sexualized, offensive behavior (''sexual' harassment) as distinguished from

offensive behavior based on gender, but not sexualized, (Sox example, "Women are

so fickle, so unpredictable; who'd want a woman President?) The topic of gender

harassment is extremely broad and has its own literature (not desuribed in this

booklet); it was useful nevertheless, for these authors to put the narrower topic

of sexual harassment into the perspective of the broader problem, and to provide

some definitions.

This booklet quickly moves to academic and institutional reasons to

be concerned about harassment. There is the beginning of a discussion on dis-

tortions of meritocracy by sexualization of the work place and of education.

The principal reason academics should address sexualization of work and teaching



relationships is, of course, not just because it is sometimes illegal, but

because it subverts the basic nature of inquiry and of reward for excellence.

Harassment is a negative distortion of meritocracy; favoritism based on sex

(or on any other "reward") may be viewed as a "positive" distortion. Neither

is acceptable in academe; neither should be acceptable anywhere that excellence

matters. In addition, sexual overtures which are meant to be friendly are often

misinterpreted or go awry.

The booklet strongly makes a point that is hard for inexperienced

observers adequately to understand, that harassment sometimes does very serious

damage:

"Women, for example, frequently decide not to take certain courses

if the professor has a reputation for practicing sexual discrimination. Other

students report dropping courses or even changing their majors to escape from

small departments where they cannot avoid a particular professor. Still others

drop out of programs or leave school. The overall effect of these decisions is

to limit women's educational options and experiences."

"Male colleagues are probably unaware of how unpleasant and distracting

such. remarks are, how upsetting they are to a junior faculty member's self-

image as a professional, and how difficult it can be to give, again and again,

the kind of humorous response that women are supposed to have ready."

There is an excellent brief discussion of how to build appropriate

institutional structures, policies and procedures to deal with sexual harassment.

This section is particularly succinct; the reader is well-advised to read it

several times very carefully, for each sentence sums up months of debate in a

typical university. Examples include the discussion of appointment of hearing

officer(s), formal and informal processes, "questions of how best and how long

to preserve the anonymity of both parties....", etc.



One important question not squarely addressed in this booklet is

whether a university wants a "Harassment Policy" or a "Sexual Harassment Policy,"

and whether it wants specific sexual harassment procedures or general complaint

procedures which are also known to handle harassment complaints effectively.

Fhere are no universally right answers to these questions. But perhaps it

should be mentioned that the question is becoming more and more important.

An institution whose policy reads "Harassment is not acceptable at

the University of X" will receive many harassment complaints on the basis of

race, age, religion, sexual orientation and plain meanness, as well as sexual

harassment complaints. This fact will serve to make both the policy and the

procedures much better known. Some may fear that the existence of general

policies and procedures will obscure the special problems of women, so an

institution will wish to consider the pros and cons of general vs. specific

&gt;ptions.
The Guide has a helpful section for students and employees, in which

the main headline is, "Get together with other responsible people and take action."

There is also 2 good brief bibliography which. will help individuals as well as

institutional groups.

Here again, recent months have seen the publication of more, specific

actions which victims can undertake to deal with aggressors. The Guide correctly

represents the views of most experts that offended persons are usually better

222 aking action rather than ignoring an offender, especially if the offender

is part of their normal living environment. There is a good short list of

suggestions for offended persons:

Don't smile.

Jeal with the situation immediately.

Don't look away: stare right back.

Don't let someone lean on you or get too close--remove
yourself, stand up.



Confront the harasser right away: "Don't touch me; I don't
touch you."

Don't go to the harasser for personal advice.

Don't worry about his ego--worry about your own self-
respect.

Don't let anyone ask you personal questions, especially in
an interview situation.

Try role playing: "How do you think your daughter would
feel being treated like this?"

Demand respect.

Use a direct, honest approach.

Embarrass the harasser in front of his peers.

Two recently developed techniques for dealing with harassment which

the booklet does not cover are, 1) the writing of letters, by offended persons

to offenders, and 2) institution of training programs within academic institutions.

There are emerging literatures on these two topics which may be of use to academics.

In summary, I think this Guide is very useful, for individuals and for

institutional administrators; I recommend it highly.
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